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We report the results of a recent beam dynamics study, motivated by the need to redesign
the LCLS photoinjector, that led to the discovery of a new effective working point for a split
RF photoinjector. The HOMDYN code, the main simulation tool adopted in this work is
described together with its recent improvements. The new working point and its LCLS
application is discussed. Validation tests of the HOMDYN model and low emittance
predictions, 0.3 mm-mrad for a 1 nC flat top bunch, are performed with respect to the muitiparticle tracking codes ITACA and PARMELA.

1

Introduction

The Linac CoherentLight Source(LCLS) is an X-ray Free Electron Laser (FEL)
proposalthat will usethe final 15 GeV of the SLAC 3-km linac for the drive beam.
The performanceof the LCLS in the 1.5 Angstrom regime is predicatedon the
availability of a 1-nC, 100-A beam at the 150-MeV point with normalised rms
transverseemittanceof -1 mm-mrad. An experimentalprogram is underwayat the
Gun Test Facility (GTF) at SLAC to demonstratea high-brightnessbeam meeting
the LCLS requirementsusing an rf photoinjector [ 11.The design of high-brightness
rf photoinjectorstoday is basedon the developmentover the past decadeof a rather
complete theoretical understandingof how the beam properties initially evolve
under the infhtenceof the rf accelerationand a focusing solenoid field [2]. In a
typical rf photoinjector design in fact, the electron sourceis embeddedin a highgradient tf acceleratingcavity surroundedby a solenoid to compensatefor the
defocusingspacechargeeffects.A post accelerator(booster) is then necessaryto
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drive the beam out of the spacechargedominated regime. Post accelerationcan be
accomplishedby additional cavities, separatedfrom the gun by a drift (split
photoinjector) or directly integratedin the gun (integratedphotoinjector).
The GTF experimentusesa 1.6cell S-bandrf gun developedjointly with BNL
and UCLA [3] surroundedby a solenoidjust after the gun exit. After a short drift it
is followed by a standardSLAC 3-m acceleratingsection. A transversenormalised
rms emittanceof 2.4 mm-mrad for a 0.9 nC pulse with lo-ps FWHM Gaussian
pulse length hasbeenmeasuredat BNL using a similar configuration [4].

Figure 1. The off-axis empty “injector” vault, recently rediscovered at the 2/3 point of the SLAC
linac, now available for the LCLS injector.

Earlier simulation studiesusing the multi-particle code PARMELA predicteda
transversenormalised emittance of -1 mm-mrad - thermal emittance [5] not
included - for the LCLS photoinjector if a uniform (or even a tnmcated Gaussian)
temporal chargedistribution is used [6]. While this result technically meets the
LCLS requirements,it leaves no headroom for errors or practical difficulties.
Consequently simulation studies have continued with the goal of finding a
photoinjector design for the LCLS that would predict a transverseemittanceof no
more than 0.8 mm-mrad with the thermal emittanceincluded. In addition, an elfaxis empty “injector” vault, shown in Fig. 1, was recently rediscoveredat the 2/3
point of the SLAC linac that is availablefor the LCLS injector. (The off-axis vault
was first noticed in spring 1999, by the LCLS Project EngineerL. Klaisner while
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inspecting 30-year old drawings of the acceleratorhousing.) The axial space
available in this vault is only about 10 m. Since the beam must be acceleratedto
-150 MeV to eliminate any spacechargeeffectswhen in the dog leg to the main
linac, a new injector design that will be compatible with high-gradientacceleration
hasbecomehighly desirable.
During the redesignwork, as will be reported in this paper, a new e&ctive
working point for a split RP photoinjector has been discovered.In fact by a proper
choice of RF gun and solenoidparameters,the emittanceevolution shows a double
minimum behaviour in the drifting region [7]. If the booster is located where the
relative emittancemaximum and the envelopewaist occur, the second emittance
minimum canbe shifted to the booster exit and frozenat a very low level [S], 0.3
mm-mrad for a 1 nC flat top bunch, to the extent that the invariant envelope
matching conditions are satisfied [2]. Travelling wave (TW) structuresembeddedin
a long solenoid or alternatively standing wave (SW) structuresare both candidates
as boosterlinac.
In sectiontwo of this paperwe recall the main results of the invariant envelope
theory and the derived matching conditions for a split photoinjector. This theory,
describing the space charge dominated regime under the multi-slice envelope
equationsapproximation,explainsthe rms normalisedemittance oscillations as due
to cold-plasmalike oscillations in the beam envelopeand representsan excellent
tool for a first choiceof the injector parameters.The code HOMDYN [9], the main
simulation tool adoptedin this work, is basedon a similar semi-analyticalmodel
and it is describedin sectionthreetogetherwith its recentenhancements.Validation
testsof the HOMDYN model are discussedin section four with respectto a multiparticle tracking code: ITACA. In sectionfive we discussthe new working point for
a split photoinjectorin the framework of an S-banddesign. The applications to the
LCLS injector design are described in section six and an inspection of nonlinearities contribution is performed by means of PARMELA simulations, and
reportedin sectionseven.
2

The theory of invariant envelope and derived matching conditions

It has been by now understood [2] that the optimisation of a photo-injector
correspondsto acceleratingand propagatingthe beamthroughthe device as close as
possible to two beam equilibrium: a laminar Brillouin flow in drifts and the socalled invariant envelope in acceleratingsections, which is a genemlisation d
Brillouin flow for an acceleratedbeam.In this casethe beam undergoescold plasma
oscillations, in which the spacechargecollective force is largely dominant over the
emittancepressure.The frequencyof the plasma oscillations, due to mismatches
betweenthe spacechargeforce and the externalfocusing gradient, is to first order
independentof the current while the betatron motion (trajectory cross-over) is
almost absent(lam&r flow). In fact it is the frequencyindependencethat leads to
reversiblenormalisedemittanceoscillations: acceleratingthe beam on the invariant
envelopedampsthese oscillations like the squareroot of the beam energy, so that
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the normalisedemittanceat the injector exit reducesto a steady state minimum
when the oscillations are properly tuned.
It has been shown that the rms projected normalised emittance
E” = (PY)Jqqq

oscillates with a tiequency J2K,

at an amplitude

A&,,0~ i y whenevera bunchedbeam is rms matchedinto a focusing channelcf
47
gradient K, , i.e. on a Brillouin flow equilibrium:

(1)
where o is the rms beam spot size, eventually slice dependent,[ = z -fir + z, is
the slice position, i is the peak current and IO=17 kA the Alfven current. In a
similar way acceleratingon the invariant envelope:
2

d)=y7

i(r)
31,y
J-

(2)

where y’=--=eEacc Wm 3E,, is the acceleratingfield, which is a particular exact
mec2

solution of the rms envelopeequation in the laminar flow regime, leads to damped
oscillations of the emittance.
The basic point in the design of a photoinjector is thereforeto match properly
the beamat injection into any accelerating section,accordingto thesecriteria:
CJ’ = 0

(3)

implying a laminar waist at injection and

y’=’

-i

w i 3ZoY

(41

or

giving an rms match on the invariant envelopefor a SW or TW acceleratingfield
respectively.
The laminar regime extendsup to an energygiven by:

1
y= 81
$3 2Z”%Y
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where q,, is the thermal emittance.With the expectedLCLS parameters,i =lOO
A, E,, =25 MV/m and an estimated [5] thermal emittanceof 0.3 mm-mrad for a
Cu cathodewith UV excitation, the transition occurs at 160 MeV. For this mason
the emittancecompensationprocessof the LCLS injector hasto be optimised up to
the exit of the boosterlinac, before injecting the beamin the main linac through the
dog leg magnetsystem.
3

The HOMDYN model

Single bunch simulations of the beam dynamics performedfrom the photo-cathode
surfaceup to the tmdulator injection at the linac exit are at the t%rlimit of multiparticle codeslike PARMELA, becauseCPU times of several hours are typically
required. Due to the non-linearity of the problem, based on longitudinal space
chargecorrelationswithin the bunch standardrms linear spacechargedescription as
performedby matrix-basedtransportcodeslike TRACE3D are not able to describe
the associatedemittance. In caseswhere multi-bunch effectsmust be taken into
account,becauseof the high repetition rate in the train and, as well, becausecf
fluctuations in the pulse intensity and timing jitter of the laser driving the photocathode, a multi-particle simulation would be unatTordable.For this reason we
recently enhancedthe capability of the code HOMDYN, developedoriginally to
describemulti-bunch effectsin linacs, to model the beam generationat the photocathodein a photo-injectorRF cavity. Higher modeexcitation below cutoff as well
as non-relativistic beam dynamics were already being modelled by the code, as
reportedin Ref. [9]
The basic approximation in the description of beam dynamics lies in the
assumption that eachbunch is describedby a uniformly chargedcylinder, whose
length and radius can vary under a self-similar time evolution, keeping anyway
uniform the chargedistribution inside the bunch. By slicing the bunch in an array cf
cylinders (Multi-Slices Approximation), each one subject to the local field, one
obtains also the energy spread and the emittance degradation due to phase
correlationof RF andspacechargeeffects.
The longitudinal spacechargefield on axis, inside and outside the bunch, at a
distance c, = z, - Z, of the 8 slice from the bunch tail locatedat z, , is given by:

H(r,,A,,)=~~-~~--Il--~/LIfIrs/~

(8)

and Q is the bunch charge, L the bunch length, R, the slice radius and
A r.s 3 R,/(Y, L) is the slice restframe aspectratio.
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Figure 2. Longitudinal (red line) and Transverse (blue line) space charge field in a bunch just
extracted from the cathode, image charges switched off.
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Figure 3. Longitudinal (red line) and Transverse (blue line) space charge field in a bunch just
extracted from the cathode, image charges switched on.

The radial spacechargefields on the slice envelope:
Es”(L)

= 4zEQR L G(6-s+%s)
0 s

(9)
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is obtainedas a linear expansionoff axis of the longitudinal componentof the field
(8) and representsat present the main limitation of the model. The non-linear
transversespacechargecontribution, in fact, may be responsibleof an inner bunch
chargeredistribution that may lead to emittancedilution.
The equationsfor the longitudinal motion for eachslice are:

i, =p,c

(11)

wherethe last term accountsfor the contribution of the bunch image chargeson the
cathode,modeledby a counterpropagatingbunchfrom the sameorigin, the cathode,
with oppositecharge,locatedat a distance I$,= z, + zheodfrom the s-slice.
In Figs. 2 and 3 the on axis longitudinal spacechargefield (red line) and the on
enveloperadial spacechargefield (blue line) are shown, for a bunch just born with
the tail still on the cathodesurface.In Fig. 2 image chargesare switched off, while
they are taken in to accountin Fig. 3. The distortion of the field producedby image
charges,resultsduring the subsequentevolution in an elongationof the bunch and a
lower defocusingaction on the bunch tail. The bunch is shown as a black cylinder
with 1 nC charge,0.7 mm long and 1 mm radius, i. e., with an aspectratio G =
1.4, resulting in a non linear radial spacechargeprofile along the bunch
The evolution of eachslice radiusRs is describedin the time-domain according
to an envelopeequation, including damping due to acceleration(second term),
solenoid focusing (third), RF-focusing (fourth), spacechargeeffects(fifth), image
chargesfrom the cathodesurface(sixth) and thermalemittancepressure(seventh):
it, + &y,2j,Zis + (K;’ + K;)R, =
(13)

The dots indicate the derivation with respectto time, and
(14)
is the solenoidfocusing gradient.The RF focusing gradientis:
(15)
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expressed through the linear expansion off-axis of the accelerating field
E, = E,(O,z, t) The beamperveanceis:
(16)

and sth is the rms normalisedthermal beamemittance.
In order to evaluate the degradation of the rms emittance produced by
longitudinal correlation in spacechargeand transverseexternal forces, we use the
following expressionfor the correlatedemittance:

&,COrP
: j/(R2)((a@‘,2)
- (RjW)2
WhelC

R’ =

$ R and the average ( ) = -!$z,

(17)

is performedover the N slices.

The total rms emittancewill be given by a quadratic summation of the thermal
emittanceandthe correlatedemittance:

An effectivedescription of the bunch generationfrom the cathode surfacehas
been addedto the code to properly simulate RF photoinjectors. For a given laser
pulse time length A a neutralbunch ( Q = 0 ) of initial energyof someeV and initial
length ~~ = fiA is generatedbehind the cathode location zc , where the
acceleratingfield is zero, with the center located at ,Q,= Z, - L, /2 At t=O the
bunch starts moving accordingto the equation of motion and slice by slice
enters in to the RF gun cavity where each slice is activated in the envelope
equationsharingan increasingbunchcharge:

\

Lo /

The description of the acceleratingfield in a SW structureis simply obtained
by a superposition of normal modes as computed by a standardelectromagnetic
solver like SUPERFISH [lo]. When single- or multi-bunch beam loading elkts
[ 1l] are negligible, only the fundamentalacceleratingfield pattern can be taken into
account. The situation is more complicated when TW structuresare considered.
Boundary conditions indeedrequirethat the field in the input and output half cells
of a TW structureoscillateswith SW pattern [12], and in the simulations it has to
be smoothly matchedto the TW field pattern of the inner cells. In addition the
different focusingpropertiesof SW andTW structure[ 131arevery important in the
beamdynamicsand haveto be takencorrectly into account.
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Figure 4. One period of a S-band 2rd3 mode as computed by SUPERFISH, together with the input and
output half-cell patterns and their fringing fields in the beam tubes.
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Figure 5. Accelerating field seen by the beam in a 12 cells long structure The behaviour of the beam
envelope is also shown for a relativistic low charge beam.
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HOMDYN has been recently improved to include TW structures by
representingthe acceleratingfield as superposition of two standing wave patterns
[14]. The on axis field for any TW mode is given simply by:
Ezm(z,f)= EfW(z)sin(ti+& +kd)-E~W(z+d)siu(wt+&,)
(20)
Esw(z)
with the normalisation Es”(z) =
, where Esw(z) is the correspondingSW
sin(kd)
mode pattern as computedby SUPERFISH, d is the periodicity of the structure,
namely the cell length, and k = w.
One wave length (&,, = 3:) of au S-band2rc/3 modeE,sw(z), is shown in
Fig. 4 togetherwith the input and output half-cell patternsand their fringing field in
the beamtubes. By applying eq (20) the code computesthe acceleratingfield seen
by the beam as shown, for example, in Fig. 5 for a 12 cell long structure. The
behaviour of the beam envelopeis also shown for a relativistic low chargebeam.
Clearly visible are the first order input and output kicks, generatedby the SW
oscillation of the extremehalf cells, over the weak secondorder focusing e&t of the
pure TW field, as discussedin [13].
‘.

4

The HOMDYN model validation

The validation of the HOMDYN model hasbeendonewith respectto a completely
different code:ITACA [15], a multi-particle tracking codebasedon a selfconsistent
descriptionof fields by a Cloud In Cell method [ 161.From now on any emittance
quoted is consideredto be rms normalisedwith the thermal contribution set to zero.
The RF gun taken into considerationis a 1+1/2 cell gun operatedat 1.3 GHz,
producing a 1 nC bunch charge at 80 A peak current with the typical bunch
parametersof the TIF-FEL [17] experiment.The peakRF field at the cathodeis 50
MV/m with a laser spot size (hard edge) of 1.5 mm. Applying a 1.8 kG peak
solenoid field, the resulting beam envelopeis plotted in Fig. 6 versus the beam
propagationdistancez, from the cathodesurface(z==O)
down through the gun (175
mm long) and the following drift section. Clearly visible is the strongly space
chargedominatedbehaviourof the envelopegoing through a gentlelaminar waist in
the drift. The rms normalisedtransverseemittanceis also plotted, clearly showing
the emittancecorrectionprocess.
The agreementbetweenthe two codesis so remarkablethat it clearly proves the
validity of an envelopeequation based description for this specific beam physics
case.Neverthelessa significantdifferencein the evaluation of the absolute emittance
minimum is evident from the plot. A possible explanationis reportedelsewherein
theseproceedings[16]. We recall here the main conclusion. Cylindrical bunches
with uniform chargedistribution and short rise time are modelled by multi-particle
codeswith an outer Gaussianhalo at the edgeof the bunch due to the finite size cf
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particles and clouds interacting with spacechargefields interpolatedon the mesh.
The transversespacechargefield will havea non-linearbehaviour aroundthe bunch
edge, resulting in numerically inducedemittancegrowth. A high-resolution radial
meshsize is requiredto overcomethis effect. In addition the maximum longitudinal
meshstep size hasto be of the order of the laserpulse rise time. For example,in the
caseof a 1 ps rise time, the meshstep size hasto be lower than 100 pm. Radial and
longitudinal high-resolution results in increasing CPU time and when a flat top
bunch is consideredit becomesu&fordable. The finite mesh size adopted in the
ITACA run (150 pm) could explain the disagreementshown in Fig. 6. HOMDYN
is not affectedby numericallyinducednon linear spacechargefields becausethe selffield is computed analytically for a perfectly uniform slice, allowing also a very
short CPU time. The drawbackof this model as already mantioned is that the
presentversion of HOMDYN is not yet able to describeuniform distributions with
Gaussiantails and doesn’t include the radial non-linearspacechargefield.
HOMDYNllTACA
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Figure 6. Envelope (solid lines) and emittance (dashed lines) along the TI’F injector beamline as
computed by HOMDYN (red lines) and ITACA (black lines).

To investigate in more details the influence of mesh size on the absolute
emittancevalue, we recentlyconducteda more systematic study for a casethat was
under study in the frameworkof the FABRE [ 181collaboration We consideredan
integratedS-bandphotoinjector 10 cells long and we comparedHOMDYN results
with ITACA runs by changingmesh size step. The bunch input parameterswere:
1nC charge,8 ps long and 1 mm radius. The peak field on the cathodewas 80
MV/m. The comparison,Fig. 7, shows an increasingagreementbetween the two
codesabout the absoluteemittanceminimum evaluation as long as the mesh size
is reduceddown to 50 p.
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Figure 7. Envelope and emittance along the FABRE injector beamline as computed by HOMDYN
(red lines) and ITACA (black lines).
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Figure 8. Envelope and emittance along the FABRE injector beamline as computed by HOMDYN
with increasing number of slices.

In the lower part of the plot is shown the emittanceof the core of the bunch,
10% of particles, as computed by ITACA, clearly showing by comparison the
strong contribution of the headand tail of the bunch to the emittance value. We
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investigated also the origin of the disagreementclose to the cathodeby increasing
the number of slices per bunch from 40 to 300 in the HOMDYN simulations. In
this casethe solenoid strength has been slightly reducedcorrespondingto the best
emittancepelfomxinceof this device. The results, seeFig. 8, show a tendency to
reducethe emittancevalue closeto the cathodewhile leaving almost unchangedthe
absolute minimum.
We can concludefrom thesecomparisonsthat HOMDYN is a reliable and f&
tool to investigate a new injector conligurationand the parameterspaceas long as
non linear spacechargeeffectsare negligible. A final cross check with a multiparticle codeis anyway mandatory.
5

The new working point for a split photoinjector

In Fig. 9 the acceleratingand the solenoid fields as designedfor the GTF gun ate
shown. It interestingto note that the peak solenoid field is located downstreamthe
gun cavity exit, at z=O.19 m. The solenoid is designedto have no magneticfield at
the cathodelocation, without any bucking coil.
BNLISLACIUCLA

Gun field

profiles

Figure 9. Accelerating and solenoid fields as designed for the GTF split photoinjector experiment.
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A detailed systematicPARMELA analysisof this gun andbeamparameterscan
be found in [ 191.Good emittanceperformance
s and high peak current at the exit d
the device can be obtained with high peak field on the cathode (140 MV/m),
extraction phase35 deg and moderatesolenoid field strength (0.3 T), for a 1 nC
chargeand 10 ps long bunch with 1 mm radius. In the following analysis we will
take theseparametersas a startingpoint.
We adopted the code HOMDYN to extend the investigation to the booster
matching condition, taking advantageof the fast running capability of the code to
explore a wider rangeof parameters.The boostermatchingcondition indeed requires
the beam to be injected at a laminar waist, as discussedin section 2. The booster
location and acceleratinggradient depend in a complicated way on many gun
parameters,in particular, for a given bunch chargeand dimension, they dependon
the gun peakfield, extractionphaseand solenoidstrength.
While investigating the envelopeand emittance behaviour by scanning the
solenoidfield strengthwe noticedan interesting feature.By increasingthe solenoid
strengththe emittanceevolution showsa double minimum behaviourin the drifting
region. For a given value of the solenoid strength (0.31 T) the envelope waist
occurs (z = 1.5 m) where the emittancehas its relative maximum as shown by the
bolded red lines in Figs. 10 and 11. The new working points performazes rely on
this featureof the emittanceoscillation. The guessis that if we locate the booster
entranceat z = 1.5 and we satisfy the matching condition, the second emittance
minimum could be shifted at higher energyandfrozen at a lower level, taking profit
of the additional emittancecompensationoccurring in the booster.
In Figs. 12 the longitudinal cross section of the bunch and the phasespaceare
shown at five locations: at the very beginning after 10 ps (z = 0.0018 m), at the
envelopemaximum (z = 0.23891 m), at the first emittanceminimum (z = 1.1778
m), at the relative emittancemaximum (z = 1.5 m) and at the second emittance
minimum (z = 1.9463m).
Each slice is representedin the phase space as a straight line, radial non
linearities being neglected connectingthe axis origin with the slice envelope coordinates (R,, PJ,&). A s d’iscussedin [20] the rms emittance is equivalent to the
statistical meanareaof all the triangles (0, R,, j$y.R:). In the first three couple cf
plot is clearly visible the initial bunch blow up and emittancecompensationprocess
downstream the solenoid location while the full bunch is convergent. The
compensationreachesthe first minimum when the headand the tail of the bunch am
very close to an emittancedominatedwaist, then a trajectory cross over the axis
may occur leadingto an emittanceincrease.
When the main body of the bunch goes through the laminar waist (fourth
couple of plots) the slices are all divergentand the correspondingtriangles are more
overlappedin the phase space, leading to the second emittance minimum (filth
couple of plots).
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Figure 12. Longitudinal bunch cross section (left column) and transverse phase space (right column)
at five different locations.: at the very beginning after 10 ps (z = 0.0018 m) when the tail of the bunch
is just extracted, at the envelope maximum (z = 0.23891 m) right after the solenoid center, at the first
emittance minimum (z = 1.1778 m), at the relative emittance maximum (z = 1.5 m) corresponding to
the laminar waist position and at the second emittance minimum (z = 1.9463 m).
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It is interesting to note also in the longitudinal phase spacethe huge enera
spread(3%) at the waist location and the correspondingcurrent distribution within
each slice, seeFig. 13. The questionis now: what happens when post acceleration
is taken in to account?

*.a b,

Figure

13.

ZI-Zb ,nd

Longitudinal phase space and current distribution within each slice at the waist location

z=1.5 m.

6

The LCLS case

As a first natural choice for the booster linac we consider a 3 m long constant
gradient S-bandTW structure,in use at SLAC since the 1960s [21]. To satisfy the
first matching condition, eq. (3), the boostershouldbe located at z = 1.5 m, where
the beam laminar waist occurs. Sincethe rms spot size is crX=0.41 mm, the current
averagedover the slices is 96 A and the averageslice energy is 6.4 MeV, the
matched acceleratinggradient of the TW booster, eq. (5) is required to be 35
MV/m. To drive the beam out of the spacechargedominated regime we needtwo
SLAC structuresresulting in an energyof 216 MeV in an 8 m long injector line,
taking a 0.5 m long drift in betweenthe two structures.
As expected the second emittance minimum, 0.5 mm-mrad, occurs now
downstreamthe booster structures,see Fig. 14, at z = 10 m (we will take this
location as a referenceposition to quoteemittanceat the injector exit). An injection
into the booster12 degreesoff crestis sufficient to compensatefor the energy spread,
resulting in a residual rms energyspreadat the exit of the booster of 0.2 % , see
Fig. 15, as requiredfor the LCLS specifications.The peak current is 96 A slightly
below the expectedvalue. Bunch cross section and correspondingphase spaceate
shown in Fig. 16 at the injector exit.
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15 - Peak current and rms energy spread along the injector beam line.
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16 - Longitudinal bunch cross section (left) and transverse phase space (right) at the injector
exit, z=lO m.
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Figure 17. Cross scan of the gun solenoid strength and the booster accelerating field for TW sections.
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Despite the good emittanceresulting from this design,the necessarygradient to
match the beamto the boosteris exceedingthe limit of a reliable performanceof the
SLAC strncture. We then startedto look for a lower gradient solution. The first
attempt was of course to cross scan the gun solenoid strength and the booster
acceleratingfield arounda morereasonablevalue: 25 MV/m. An inspection of Fig.
17 showsa nice valley for the emittanceminimum versusthe acceleratingfield even
if the width of the valley tends to became narrower as the accelerating field
decreases.
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Figure 18. Beam envelope and emittance along the injector beam line.

Another possibility, as originally presentedin [8], was to take advantagescf
the lower gradient necessaryto match the beam to a SW booster linac. In the
Neptune laboratory at UCLA for example, one 0.5 m long SW structure of the
Plane Wave Transformertype (PWT) [22] is currently working at 25 MV/m. In our
casethe optimum acceleratingfield would be 28 MV/m, eq. (4), and to reachthe
requiredenergyat least 11 PWT cavities would be necessary.In the following test
we consideredthe possibility of reducing the number to two PWT cavities
operatingat 28 MV/m followed by two TW SLAC structures.As requiredfrom the
invariant envelopetheory the bunch at the exit of any well matched accelerating
structureshould have an envelopeparallel to axis. Our matching also satisfy this
requirementas shown in Fig. 18. We can now compute the acceleratingfield to
match the beam to the 2 TW structures.
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A possible location of the first TW structureis at z = 2.7 m, where the rms
spot size is ox= 0.24 mm, the current averagedover the slices 95 A and the average
slice energy 33.4 MeV. The matched acceleratinggradient of the TW booster is
required to be 26.6 MV/m. This result is very promising giving an output
emittancedown to 0.27 mm-mrad. In addition the length of the full injector by this
designis approximatelywithin the limit of the availableroom.
We then decidedto increasethe focusing propertiesof the device without using
the SW structures. This can be done by meansof a long solenoid aroundthe first
TW structure,now locatedback at z = 1.5 m. The equivalent solenoid strength cf
the backward componentin a SW structureis given by: B ---&

= 660 G for a 28

MV/m acceleratingfield. Settingthe desiredacceleratingfield of the TW section to
25 MV/m a scanningof the solenoidstrength aroundthe computedvalue showeda
very good working point with B = 800 G as shown in Fig. 19. The simulation
showedan incredibly low emittancevalue 0.2 mm mrad, seealso Fig. 20, fulfilling
at the sametime the other LCLS requirements.
7

PARMELA

computations

To inspect the contribution of the non-linearradial spacechargefield on the beam
dynamics, we cross checkedHOMDYN results with the code PARMELA. This
version of PARMELA allows particle loading by Quiet Start and a high resolution
mesh size as requiredto properly simulate a perfectcylindrical uniform beam. To
limit CPU time we consideredinitially the Neptune like configuration using the
gun plus 2 SW PWT cavities only, without additional acceleration The beam line
consideredin the following simulation is slightly different from the one describedin
the previous section, in particular the solenoid field consideredis the one of the
Neptuneinjector. Neverthelessthe new working point requirementsare fulfilled and
the resultsconfirm also the stability of this design.
The pulse is uniform over ten picoseconds,has a radius of 1 mm and vanishes
outside of these boundaries. The total charge injected is 1 nC, and the peak
acceleratingfields in the rf gtm and PWTs am 140 MV/m and 58 MV/m,
respectively. The focusing solenoid is adjusted to produce a matched invariant
envelopein the PWT post-accelerationsections,that in this caseoccurs at z = 1.6
m. Fig. 21 showsthe extremely good rms normalisedemittance achieved(0.4 mmmrad) in this designafter a final drift to roughly 4 m from the cathode.It should be
notedthat the size of the beamon the cathode,and its size at the first compensation
point (end of first beam size oscillation) are nearly identical in this optimised
design.
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Figure 21. Results of PARMELA simulation of uniform beam emitted at cathode in LCIS
photoinjector design, with 1.6 cell rf gun followed by an emittance-compensating solenoid, and two
PWT standing wave sections.
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Figure 22. Bunch cross section at the end of PARMELA simulation shown in Fig. 21.
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This fact points to the close relationship that interslice (linear) and intraslice
(nonlinear)emittanceoscillations have with eachother, as discussedin [23]. The
(x,z) spatial profile of the 10,000simulation particles at the z= 4 m point is shown
in Fig. 22. It can be seen that, while the core of the beam is well behavedin terms
of the different z-slices,endingup in the sameconliguration, the leading and trailing
beam edgesdisplay very diBem.ntbehaviours. This is due to the fact that the
transversespace-charge
forcesdrop dramaticallyin theselongitudinal “tail” regions,
and the particles in theseslices do not focus to spacechargedominatedwaists, but
in fact cross the beam axis, as observedalso in [24] for a different case. This is
clearly nonlaminar flow, and as a result, the total transversephasespacebifurcates
into two populations.One population is composedof slices which have essentially
no wave-breakingassociatedwith them and anotherin which beam particles wavebreak nearthe origin. These populations can also be observedin the (XJ) spatial
distribution shown in Fig. 23(a), and the phasespacedistribution displayed in Fig.
24(a). In Fig. 23(a), the bifurcatedpopulation, i. e., the population that experience
axis crossover, producesa slight beam halo, while in Fig. 24(a), one can directly
seethe bifurcation as distinct lengthsof the slices in phasespace.

Figure 25. Envelope (red line) and Emittance (blue lines) along the beam line computed with two
different space charge mesh size

These points are emphasisedby Figs. 23(b) and 24(b), in which the (XJ)
spatial and phase spacedistributions are shown for the beam population located
only within Sz= fO.l mm from the beam longitudinal center.In Fig. 23(b), the
beam halo essentially disappearswhen this cut is made. In Fig. 24(b), one seesa
very interesting situation - even though the longitudinal tails have gone
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biturcated,they are realigned in phase space with the beam cores. The ditTii
betweenthe bifurcated and unbifurcatedpopulations is simply that the length in
phasespaceis largerfor the bifurcated populationin the longitudinal tails.
We report in conclusion a very interesting PARMELA result concerningthe
fit solution consideredfor the LCLS: the gun followed by two TW SLAC
structures.With a standardmesh point number of 20x400, (i.e, the spacecharge
field is computedover a matrix composedby 20 radial rows and 400 1ongitudinaJ
columns) the cross check with HOMDYN results, see Fig. 14, was quite
discouraging.As shown in Fig. 25, the computedemittance never went below 1
mm-mrad. However, by increasingthe mesh points from 20x400 to 50x400, the
agreement is much better, with a rms normalised emittance predicted by
PARMELA of 0.8 mmmrad. A more systematic comparisonbetween HOMDYN
and PARMELA computationscan be found in [25].
8

Conclusions

By investigating a new design for the LCLS injector, a new stable working point
for a split photoinjectorhasbeenfound.
Threedifferent injector optionshavebeenanalysed:
1. Gun + Drift + 2 TW SLAC structures
2. Gun + Drift + 2 SW PWT structures+ 2 TW SLAC structures
3. Gun + Drift + 2 TW SLAC structuresthe first one embeddeda Long
Solenoid.
Option # 3 fully satisfiesthe LCLS requirementswith reasonableaccelerating
fields.
A more detailed analysis has to be done with a more realistic beam i. e.,
taking in to accountGaussiantails. Neverthelessthe results of section 7 allow one
to think that the contribution of the tails can be kept under control. At the same
time an experimentalprogramis under way at the SLAC GTF facility, in order to
measurethe double emittance featurealong the beam line [26] and to determine
experimentallythe proper location for the boosterlinac.
9
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